WPPS Year 5 and 6 Home Learning
Week 4
Task

Week 34

Monday
Clean up after breakfast

Adapted from the Department of Education
Tuesday

Help sort the laundry

TICK ACTIVTY WHEN DONE

Wednesday
Help pack the dishes from
dinner

Thursday
Make your bed and tidy your
room

Friday
Set the table ready for dinner

Morning

Please record all answers in your book.
**Yr 6 Students** You need to start working on your Yearbook profiles. Please check Google Classroom for more details.
English
Spelling
Revise week 3 spelling words.
Write your list words once.
Choose 5 words and use a
dictionary to find the meaning
of the words.

English

English

English

English

Spelling
Revise week 3 spelling words.
Write your list words once.
Choose 5 words and use them in
a sentence.

Spelling
Revise week 3 spelling words.
Write your list words once.
Choose 5 words and write
them across and
down, sharing the
same first letter.

Spelling
Revise week 3 spelling words.
Write your list words once.
Choose 5 words and write them
backwards.

Spelling
Revise week 3 spelling words.
Write your list words once.
Choose 5 words and write them
in alphabetical order.

Reading
Read the informative text
‘Earth’s Moon’and complete
the attached 3, 2, 1 table.

Reading

Reading

Reading
Reading
Read the persuasive letter
Read the informative text ’10
Read the informative text ‘What Look at persuasive text and
Fascinating Facts about the Nile’
‘Sugary
Snack
Ban’
and
answer
is NAIDOC Week’ and answer the image ‘The Nighty Night
and answer the attached
Napping Pod’ and answer the the attached questions.
attached questions.
comprehension questions.
attached questions.

Writing
Writing
Write a letter to check in with a
friend. Your friend doesn’t need
You are going to space to live to be having a bad time at the
on a newly discovered planet. moment, checking in can simply
You can only take 5 plants
mean you are saying hello and
with you. Write a paragraph that you care. Be a good friend
and let your friend know you are
about the plants you have
thinking of them. Perhaps you
chosen and why you picked
can
go for a walk and deliver your
them.
letter into their letterbox.

Writing
Create another diary entry about
Today you are going to draft,
Today you are going to
your week in lockdown. This is a
edit and re-write an informative
plan an informative text
very interesting time in history.
text on the platypus using your
about a platypus. Read the
Record how your week has been,
plan from yesterday. You may
attached information
what do you like about
wish to publish your writing and
about the platypus and
lockdown? Who and what are
email/send to your teacher via
begin your plan.
you missing? What are you most
Google Classroom.
looking forward to being
able to do?
BREAK
Writing

Writing

Week
2

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Please record all answers in your book.
Mathematics

Number Talks:
93802

Middle

How many different numbers can you
make using all the above digits?
Can you list them in ascending order?
(smallest to largest)
Subtract the smallest number you
made from the largest number. What is
your answer?
Add your largest number and your
smallest number together. What is the
answer?

Look at a grocery store
advertisement or app. With a
budget of $125, plan out a
week’s worth of meals for
yourself. How much of the
budget did you spend? How
much money do you have left?

Mathematics

Number Talks:

Fill in the spaces so you can
make a number sentence. You
can only use the numbers 0 – 9
once. Can you make more than
one equation?

Mathematics

Mathematics

Make 37 – Pick any ten numbers
from the bags so that their total is
37.

Can you work out the value of each
shape in the image above to make
the total of each line correct?

Number Talks

Plan a trip to another country.
Create an itinerary and a
budget. Be sure to include
When a number is multiplied by
airfare, hotel, food, and
11, the answer is 121. What is that
entertainment into your budget. number?
When 36 is divided by a number,
the answer is 3. What is that
number?

BREAK

Number Talks:

Mathematics

Number Talks:
Make 100

Draw a bird’s-eye view of your
bedroom. With a measuring
Look at the below clocks and calculate tape and an adult’s help,
how much time has elapsed;
measure the perimeter of your
room. Calculate the area.
Find the perimeter of the
following
shapes:

Week
2

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Afternoon

Please record all answers in your book.
Science

PDHPE

Geography

States of Matter!

Find a space in your
home/yard and complete the
following activities. Try and
repeat this set 5 times.

People have a huge impact on
the environmental impacts of a
place. When a lot of people live
in one place like Sydney,
housing needs to be built to
accommodate everyone. This
type of housing is called ‘high
density’. Read the attached
informative text ‘Liveability’
and answer the accompanying
questions.

• Jog on the spot for 60
The molecules that make up
seconds
matter change how they
• Star jumps x10
behave based on their
• Lunges x10
temperature. Think about
• Skip on the spot for 60
water and how it changes if it
seconds
is frozen (ice) or when it is
heated to a very high
Remember to have a 30
temperature (it boils and
second break before you
emits steam).
repeat this task.
Look at the attached
worksheet ‘Changes of State’
and use the internet to
research what happens to
different matter at different
temperatures. If you don’t
have internet access make
predictions about what the
melting and boiling point is of
each matter.

Creative arts

Today you are going to create a
James Rizzi inspired city-scape.
James Rizzi used pop art
techniques to draw colourful
images New York City, a true
example of a high density city.
• Start by drawing tall buildings
in the middle of your page
Extension
•
Continue adding a range of
If you have internet access
small and tall buildings to the
research another city in the
side, in-front and behind
world that has high density
these buildings. You want
living. Or you could ask a family
them to appear ‘bunched up’
member about their
• Give your buildings faces that
experience of living in a city
reflect their personalities
other than Sydney. How many • Colour your high density city
people live in this city? What
scape brightly.

are the housing options for
people? What are living
conditions like?

You can watch a tutorial here;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=LXovnBOiYu0

PDHPE
Create a ‘Gratitude Jar’. Begin
each day by thinking about
something you are grateful for.
Write it on a strip of paper and
put it inside your jar. On days
when you are
feeling sad,
stressed or just
bored you can
open your jar
and read your
strips of paper.
Creative Arts
Music

If you have internet access use a
drum, claves, two wooden spoons
or even your hands to play or clap
along to these patterns.
At the end of each level there is a
sight reading challenge where you
can read from one pattern to the
next without stopping;

Lesson 1 -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O
dFllQTtY6g

Lesson 2 Challenge -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W
hBJapWKYRc

Reminder: You should be reading EVERY DAY for 20 minutes. Use the ONLINE resource page on the school website to access online
activities. Please note SOME websites require you to create an account.

Year 5 and 6 Spelling Term 3, Week 4

Spelling Rule: S u f f i x – A n a f f i x p l a c e d a t t h e e n d o f a w o r d . T h e
ending ‘fully’ forms adverbs.
List

exclaim
condition
funnel
prism
attractive
sign
reign
resign
design
foreign
blissfully
carefully
cheerfully
doubtfully
dreadfully
irrational
headache
vegetation
unconscious
disturbance
Read every day for
20 minutes (parents
to sign)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

•••
••

3. If you have internet access, can you list all of the countries in Africa that the Nile runs through?

Liveability
High density Living
To cope with a growing population,
Australia’s urban landscape has changed
from traditional, individual dwellings on
spacious suburban blocks to higher density
urban dwellings such as unit blocks. Cities
are becoming denser - a trend particularly
evident in Asia. Not only are people moving
to cities from the countryside and other areas
seeking jobs, but they are also moving to
other countries in order to live in the global
mega-cities of the world.
Overcrowding in poorly designed high-density dwellings, traffic congestion
during peak hours, pollution, poor public hygiene, social violence and
inner-city crime, are some of the typical problems with city life when high
density living is not effectively planned or managed.
To design high density, liveable cities successfully, a “people first” strategy
must be used. High density, quality living can be achieved if spaces are
created with an “urban village” lifestyle in mind. A space where residents
can retain a sense of space, within a safe, green, pedestrian-friendly
neighbourhood. These “urban villages” promote reduced car ownership,
increased walking and cycling and efficient public transport facilities. A
reduction in car usage also reduces the need for excessive space being
consumed for parking and roads and means more of the natural
environment can be preserved.
Creating high-density areas, with these factors in mind, can also help to
sustain more of the natural environment. Blending nature into the city helps
soften the hard edges of a highly built up cityscape and creates a sense of
space in an urban area. Transforming parks and water bodies into spaces
for community activities, is another way to integrate nature. This also
improves air quality and reduces the heat from the sun, therefore reducing
energy costs. These new landscapes draw people closer to the natural
environment and improve their quality of life and the overall liveability of an
area.

Liveability
High density living
1. What are some problems associated with high density living?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
2. Do you think it’s possible to enhance the liveability of high density
areas, whilst sustaining the natural environment?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
Imagine you are a planner, who is responsible for redesigning your city to
accommodate high density living, without affecting the liveability of the area.
Draw a plan to show how you would combine housing with the environment,
community spaces, walkability and transport to enhance the overall liveability.

